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Shear dilation/contraction of granular materials has long been recognized as an important 10 

process in granular flows but a comprehensive theoretical description of this process for a 11 

wide range of shear rate is not yet available. In this paper, a theoretical formulation of 12 

dilation/contraction is proposed for continuum modelling of granular flows in which the 13 

dilation/contraction effects consist of a frictional component resulting from the rearrangement 14 

of enduring-contact force chains among particles and a collisional component due to 15 

inter-grain collisions. In this formulation, a frictional solid pressure considering the 16 

rearrangement of contact force chains under shear deformation is proposed for the frictional 17 

dilation/contraction, while well-established rheological laws are adopted for the collisional 18 

inter-grain pressure to account for the collisional dilatancy effect. The proposed formulation is 19 

first verified analytically by describing the shear-weakening behaviour of granular samples in 20 

a torsional shear rheometer and by capturing the incipient failure of both dry and immersed 21 

granular slopes. It is then further validated numerically by integrating the proposed 22 

dilation/contraction formulation into a two-fluid continuum model and applying the model to 23 

study the collapse of submerged granular columns, in which the dilation/contraction plays a 24 

critical role. 25 
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1. Introduction  27 

Dilation/contraction is an intrinsic property of granular materials when subjected to shear 28 

deformation and an important determinant of the behaviours of granular flows (Reynolds 29 

1885; Wood 1990; Houssais & Jerolmack 2017). It strongly affects the onset of avalanches 30 

(Gravish & Goldman 2014), the initiation of submarine landslides (Rondon, Pouliquen & 31 

Aussillous 2011), and the liquefaction in debris flows (Kaitna, Dietrich & Hsu 2014). In 32 

submerged granular media, dilation/contraction would induce corresponding 33 

decrease/increase in the interstitial fluid pressure and relative motion between pore fluid and 34 

grains, which has a feedback on the granular skeleton and hence on the behaviours of granular 35 

flows (Meruane, Tamburrino & Roche 2010; Bouchut et al. 2016). 36 

It is crucial to account for dilatancy effects in numerical models for granular flows 37 

(Bouchut et al. 2016). Although the dilation/contraction of granular materials has attracted 38 

intense interest in the past decades (Wood 1990; Pailha, Nicolas & Pouliquen 2008; Dsouza & 39 

Nott 2020), a quantitative description of the underlying dynamics and a generally accepted 40 

theoretical formulation of the dilatancy effects are still unavailable. Specifically, in continuum 41 

models for granular flows most of the existing formulations of dilation/contraction were 42 

empirical (Pailha & Pouliquen 2009; Iverson & George 2014; Delannay et al. 2017). For 43 

example, based on the critical state theory for quasi-static dry granular media in simple shear 44 

tests, Pailha & Pouliquen (2009) attributed the change in the volume of granular flows only to 45 

the quasi-static shear dilation/contraction and formulated it as the product of shear rate and 46 

the tangent of dilation angle in the continuity equation of granular flows. However, in the 47 

continuum theory, the volumetric change of granular flows equals to the divergence of flow 48 

velocity and is a combined result of various forces and processes such as advection, 49 

inter-grain collision and quasi-static dilation/contraction. The critical state theory of soil 50 

mechanics empirically accounts for only the part of volumetric change in granular flows due 51 

to the quasi-static dilation/contraction. Therefore, it is incomprehensive to attribute the total 52 

volumetric change of granular flows only to the quasi-static dilation/contraction and 53 

formulate it in the continuity equation based on the critical state theory as done in Pailha & 54 
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Pouliquen (2009). Similarly, the incomprehensiveness also exists in the formulation of 55 

Iverson & George (2014) even though they added one more contribution of effective 56 

inter-grain contact normal stress to the volumetric change. Unlike the above models that 57 

involve the dilation/contraction in the continuity equation, Guo et al. (2016) and Baumgarten 58 

& Kamrin (2019) considered the dilatancy effects in the momentum equation by integrating 59 

them into the plastic constitutive laws of granular materials. This type of models is consistent 60 

with the continuum theory and relates the dilation/contraction directly to inter-grain stresses. 61 

Understanding the dynamics of dilation/contraction, i.e. what leads to this resultant 62 

behaviour of granular materials, helps to develop a theoretical formulation of the dilatancy 63 

effects. The widely-used critical state theory proposed by Roux and Radjai (1998) for 64 

quasi-static granular materials is an efficient empirical relation for the behaviour but cannot 65 

explain the reasons. For quasi-static granular media, Guo et al. (2016) and Baumgarten & 66 

Kamrin (2019) assumed that the dilation/contraction was due to the variation of inter-grain 67 

plastic stresses and formulated it by introducing a plastic shear deformation related to 68 

dilatancy in the constitutive laws of granular materials. At the other end, for rapid granular 69 

flows, the inter-grain collision force is taken to be the reason of dilatancy for which the 70 

kinetic theory (Jenkins & Savage 1983; Gonzalez-Ondina, Fraccarollo & Liu 2018) and 71 

rheological laws (Jop, Forterre & Pouliquen 2006) have been developed. However, these 72 

shear-rate-dependent theories for rapid flows cannot account for the contraction of granular 73 

materials and neither can they describe the dilation of quasi-static granular assemblies in 74 

which grains move rather slowly. A combination of the proposed dynamics for quasi-static 75 

granular media and rapid particulate flows may be applied to granular materials moving at a 76 

wide range of shear rate. 77 

In this paper, a theoretical description of dilation/contraction is presented for continuum 78 

modelling of granular flows based on the spatially-filtered and Favre-averaged continuity and 79 

momentum equations. It is proposed that the dilation/contraction effects in sheared granular 80 

flows consist of a frictional portion resulting from the rearrangement of enduring-contact 81 

force chains among the particles and a collisional portion due to inter-grain collision force, 82 

which are respectively accounted for by the frictional and the collisional solid pressure in the 83 
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continuum model. A new formulation of the frictional solid pressure considering the 84 

rearrangement of contact force chains under shear deformation is proposed while the 85 

collisional solid pressure is estimated by well-established rheological laws. The proposed 86 

formulation is analytically validated both in describing the shear-weakening behaviour of dry 87 

granular samples in a torsional shear rheometer and in predicting the incipient failure of dry 88 

and immersed granular slopes. The frictional and the collisional dilation/contraction effects 89 

are integrated into the two-fluid Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) model for granular 90 

flows developed in Shi et al. (2019). The model is then used to further verify the proposed 91 

theoretical formulation of dilation/contraction by simulating submerged granular column 92 

collapse, a benchmark in which the dilation/contraction plays a critical role from the initiation 93 

of the collapse to the final deposition. The dramatic influences of initial packing fraction on 94 

the collapsing column profile and the evolution of interstitial fluid pressure due to 95 

dilation/contraction of granular materials are all well reproduced. 96 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A continuum description of granular flows 97 

is briefly given in section 2. The proposed formulation of dilation/contraction is introduced in 98 

section 3. Analytical validations are presented in section 4 and numerical verifications in 99 

simulations of underwater granular column collapse are conducted in section 5. Finally, 100 

conclusions are given in section 6. 101 

2. A continuum description of granular flows 102 

The spatially-filtered and Favre-averaged continuity and momentum equations in Shi et 103 

al. (2019) are adopted here for a continuum description of granular flows. They are 104 
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in which the subscript s  represents the solid phase and f  indicates the interstitial fluid in 107 

granular media; t  is the time; s  is the solid volume fraction; s  is the particle material 108 
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density; su  is the velocity; sσ  is the inter-grain stress tensor of the solid phase excluding 109 

the pressurization of the grains due to the interstitial fluid pressure; g  is gravitational 110 

acceleration; t
sσ  is a stress tensor of the solid phase due to interstitial fluid turbulence; fp  111 

is the interstitial fluid pressure; F  denotes the inter-phase forces other than the buoyancy. 112 

F  generally consists of drag force, lift force, and virtual-mass force but can be simplified as 113 

drag force when the dense granular flows are studied in which drag force is predominant 114 

(Baumgarten & Kamrin 2019). In subaerial granular media, the solid stress t
sσ , the interstitial 115 

air pressure fp , and the drag force F  by air on the particles are neglected. In immersed 116 

granular materials, fp  is resolved, t
sσ  is determined by introducing a turbulence model, 117 

and F  is estimated by the formula proposed by Gidaspow (1994), as shown in section 5.1. 118 

sσ  consists of stresses resulting from inter-grain collisions and enduring contacts. It is 119 

expressed as 120 

 2s s s s sp  σ S I , (2.3) 121 

where 122 

    T1 1

2 3s s s s
    S Iu u u    ; (2.4) 123 

I  is the identity matrix; s  and sp  are respectively the solid viscosity and pressure due to 124 

inter-grain collisions and enduring contacts. 125 

A frictional constitutive law that is widely used in granular flows and intense sediment 126 

transport (Maurin, Chauchat & Frey 2016; Heyman et al. 2017) is adopted to determine the 127 

viscosity s  of the granular materials. s  is related to the inter-grain pressure sp  as 128 

 
2

s
s

s s

p



S

, (2.5) 129 

where   is the friction coefficient and is estimated by the rheological law in section 3.3; the 130 

second invariant : 2s s sS S S . The inter-grain solid pressure sp  consists of two 131 

components (Johnson & Jackson 1987): 132 

 e c
s s sp p p  , (2.6) 133 

where e
sp  is caused by enduring contacts among the granular particles and c

sp  is due to the 134 

collisions between the grains. The frictional component e
sp  accounts for the solid-like 135 
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behaviour of dense gently-flowing granular materials (Johnson, Nott & Jackson 1990). It 136 

generally increases with the volume fraction of the granular assembly s  and vanishes when 137 

s  is below the random loose-packing fraction  . In almost all of the existing formulas for 138 

e
sp , the pressure only varies with s  and is independent of shear rate (van Wachem et al. 139 

2001). A new formulation of e
sp  taking the dilation/contraction effects and the influence of 140 

shear rate into account is proposed in section 3.2. The shear-rate-dependent collisional 141 

component c
sp  is a dominant contribution to sp  in rapid granular flows and responsible for 142 

the increase in the volume of rapidly flowing granular materials (Forterre & Pouliquen 2008). 143 

The formulation of c
sp  will be detailed in section 3.3. 144 

3. Shear dilation/contraction 145 

3.1. A new dilation/contraction framework 146 

To describe the dilation/contraction process of both quasi-static and rapid flowing granular 147 

materials, a new dilation/contraction framework is proposed. It suggests that the dilatancy 148 

effects in sheared granular flows consist of a frictional portion resulting from the 149 

rearrangement of enduring-contact force chains among the particles and a collisional portion 150 

due to inter-grain collisions, corresponding to the two components of solid pressure. The 151 

collisional dilatancy effect has been well studied (Forterre & Pouliquen 2008) while a 152 

formulation of the frictional dilation/contraction remains unavailable and is the focus of this 153 

paper. 154 

Figure 1 sketches the frictional dilation/contraction. It is postulated that the frictional 155 

dilation and contraction of granular materials arise respectively from the sharp increase and 156 

decrease of the frictional solid pressure e
sp  as a result of the rearrangement of contact force 157 

chains among the particles. As shown in figure 1(a), when the initially densely packed 158 

granular medium is sheared to a strain of  , there is an intensification of the microscopic 159 

contact force chains leading to an increase in the macroscopic solid pressure e
sp . The 160 

increased inter-grain pressure pushes the particles up, leading to an expansion of the granular 161 
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medium and an increase in the porosity. In immersed granular media, the enlargement of void 162 

volume between grains results in a decrease of pore pressure. Conversely, in figure 1(b), the 163 

contact force chains in the loosely packed granular assembly break down resulting in the 164 

decrease of frictional solid pressure and contraction of the particle assembly as well as a 165 

decrease in the porosity. In immersed granular media, the shrinkage of inter-grain void 166 

volume leads to an increase in the pore pressure. A formulation of the changes in e
sp  due to 167 

the rearrangement of contact force chains is proposed in section 3.2. 168 

 169 

Figure 1. Sketches of the frictional dilation/contraction. The red solid lines linking the grains roughly 170 

represent the enduring-contact force chains among granular particles, and the red upward arrows 171 

below the symbol e
sp  represent the macroscopic frictional solid pressure. The thickness of the red 172 

lines roughly indicates the magnitude of contact forces and the length of the red arrows denotes that of 173 
e
sp . 174 

3.2. Frictional dilation/contraction 175 

To quantify the frictional dilation/contraction effect in granular flows, here a formulation of 176 

the changes in e
sp  due to the rearrangement of contact force chains is proposed. We consider 177 

a granular assembly with a packing fraction of s  sheared at a finite rate. According to the 178 

introduced framework in figure 1, the change in the packing fraction due to frictional 179 
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dilation/contraction against an increment of shear strain   results from the variation of e
sp , 180 

expressed as 181 

 
e

s s s
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p
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. (3.1) 182 

The negative sign in (3.1) indicates that an increase or decrease of e
sp  respectively leads to a 183 

decrease or increase in s , as illustrated in figure 1. A similar expression was adopted by Lu, 184 

Brodsky & Kavehpour (2007) to describe the shear-weakening behaviour of granular 185 

materials. Through multiplying (3.1) by e
s sp    , the changes in e

sp  when 0e
sp   and 186 

0s   can be estimated by 187 
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.  (3.2) 188 

As in Rowe (1962), a dilatancy angle   is defined as: 189 

 
1 1

tan s

s

V

V


  


  

 
, (3.3) 190 

where V  is the volume of the granular assembly and V  is the volumetric change due to 191 

frictional dilation/contraction. (3.3) implies that the mass of the granular assembly keeps 192 

constant during frictional dilation/contraction. By defining  e e
s s s sp p      and 193 

combining (3.2) and (3.3), we have 194 

 tan
e

es
s

p
p 




 


. (3.4) 195 

Note that (3.4) is applicable for any time instant. As the rearrangement of contact force 196 

chains takes place at the particle scale, the corresponding changes in the pressure occur in a 197 

very short duration of  e
s s sO d p   (see Forterre & Pouliquen 2008, sd  is the particle 198 

diameter), during which there is an exceedingly small shear strain increment of    in the 199 

granular assembly. In this strain change, we replace the e
sp  in the definition of   by 0

e
sp  200 

as a first approximation and obtain 201 

 0

0

e
s s
e
s s

p

p





 


, (3.5) 202 

in which 0
e
sp  is the frictional solid pressure excluding the frictional dilation/contraction 203 
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effect and is a function of s . Hence, both   and tan  are macroscopic properties of the 204 

granular assembly varying with the volume fraction s  on a timescale of  1 2 sO S . In 205 

granular media whose behaviours are dominated by inter-grain frictional contacts, the ratio of 206 

the timescale for the microscopic contact-force chain rearrangement to that for changes in 207 

macroscopic properties, i.e.  2 e
s s s sO d p S , has a value of    6 110 10O O   (Lu, 208 

Brodsky & Kavehpour 2007; Chialvo, Sun & Sundaresan 2012). Therefore, it is reasonable to 209 

regard the microscopic rearrangement of contact-force chains and adjustment of the solid 210 

pressure as a transient process in a continuum description of granular flows and during this 211 

period the macroscopic properties of the granular assembly   and tan  stay unchanged. 212 

We can then rearrange (3.4) to  tane e
s sp p       and integrate it over  0,   , which 213 

gives 214 

 tan
0

e e
s sp p e   . (3.6) 215 

In general, the frictional solid pressure excluding the dilation/contraction effect 0
e
sp  is a 216 

function of the solid volume fraction and can be computed by a few existing formulas 217 

(Johnson & Jackson 1987; van Wachem et al. 2001; Hsu, Jenkins & Liu 2004). Without loss 218 

of generality, 0
e
sp  can be determined by 219 

 
 

0
0

e s s
s

s
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, (3.7) 220 

where   is the random loose-packing volume fraction; G  is a compressibility coefficient 221 

of the grains, which is related to the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the solid 222 

material;   is a parameter to characterize the arrangement of contact force chains, which 223 

generally varies from 1.50 to 5.50 (Hsu, Jenkins & Liu 2004; Lee & Huang 2018). Rewriting 224 

(3.6) in terms of the packing fraction ( 0 1s    ) as 225 

    
tan

ln
0 s

e e
s s sp p

 
  







  , (3.8) 226 

and combining (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain 227 

      
tan

ln s
e
s s sp G G

   
    





 


      (3.9) 228 

for s  . (3.9) indicates that the change of e
sp  results from the adjustment of the 229 

parameter   for the arrangement of contact force chains, consistent with the proposed 230 
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framework in figure 1. 231 

By applying (3.7) to obtain 0
e
s sp    and 0

e
sp  in (3.5) for the case of s  , we have 232 

 s

s


 

 


. (3.10) 233 

Regarding to the dilatancy angle, the critical state theory in Roux & Radjai (1998) is 234 

employed, i.e. 235 

  tan s cK    , (3.11) 236 

in which K  is a material parameter of granular assembly varying in the range of 1.0 ~ 25.0 237 

and can be determined through simple shear tests (Pailha & Pouliquen 2009; Bonnet, Richard 238 

& Philippe 2010; Gravish & Goldman 2014); c  is the critical volume fraction of dilatancy, 239 

at which there is no frictional dilation/contraction effect. c  may vary with the imposed force 240 

and the shear rate (Bouchut et al. 2016) and in this paper is related to the flow dimensionless 241 

number mI  following Iverson & George (2014), written as 242 

 0

1
c

c

mI

 


, (3.12) 243 

where the dimensionless number mI  is a combination of the inertia number and the viscous 244 

number of granular flows, defined by (3.18); 0c  is the critical volume fraction of dilatancy 245 

for static granular materials when 0mI  . 246 

The shear strain    increases with the temporal duration of the microscopic 247 

rearrangement of inter-grain contact force chains, the scale of which is 0
e

s s sd p   (for 248 

simplification, here we use 0
e
sp  rather than e

sp ), and with the rate of the macroscopic mean 249 

deformation of the granular assembly, 2 sS . A non-dimensional shear rate dI  can thus be 250 

defined as 251 

 

0

2 s s
d e

s s

d
I

p 


S
, (3.13) 252 

and    increases with dI . It is noted that dI  is utilized to quantify the shear strain of 253 

granular media in the process of frictional dilation/contraction and is different from the inertia 254 

number 2i s s s sI d p  S . A preliminary analysis on the magnitude of    in appendix 255 

A suggests that    has a small order of  210O   ~  110O   and 256 
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1

c
dc I   , (3.14) 257 

where 1c  and 2c  are coefficients. The analysis gives  1 0 ~ 10c O  and 2 0 ~ 1c  . 258 

Combining (3.6), (3.10), and (3.11), we have the frictional solid pressure including the 259 

frictional dilation/contraction effect expressed as 260 

  0 expe e s
s s s c

s

p p K


  
  



 
   

. (3.15) 261 

In (3.15), the frictional solid pressure is related to the shear strain   . Further, combining 262 

(3.15) and (3.14), we can relate the frictional solid pressure to the shear rate of granular flows 263 

as 264 

   2
0 1exp ce e s

s s s c d
s

p p c K I


 
 

 
   

. (3.16) 265 

(3.16) is valid when s   and 0 0e e
s sp p   when s  . 266 

3.3. Collisional dilatancy 267 

The rheological law proposed in Trulsson, Andreotti & Claudin (2012) is adopted for the 268 

collisional dilatancy effect. The shear-rate-dependent collisional solid pressure c
sp  is 269 

determined by 270 

  
2

23
4

0

2 2c s
s f f s s s s

s

c
p c d

   
 
 

   
S S , (3.17) 271 

in which 0  is the jamming volume fraction, the maximum packing fraction of sheared 272 

granular materials in a steady state; f  is the density of interstitial fluid and f  is its 273 

kinematic viscosity; sd  is the diameter of granular particles; 3c  and 4c  are coefficients. In 274 

general, 3 0.75 ~ 3.00c   and 4 0 ~ 1.00c   (Chauchat 2018; Lee & Huang 2018). The 275 

effect of interstitial fluid viscosity is included in (3.17) but can be neglected when considering 276 

subaerial granular flows. 277 

The rheological law relates the friction coefficient   in (2.5) to a dimensionless 278 

number mI  of granular flows, which is a combination of the inertia number iI  and the 279 

viscous number 2 s f f sI p   S . It is defined as 280 
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 2

42
4

2 2s f f s s s

m i
s

c d
I I c I

p

  
  

S S
, (3.18) 281 

in which 4c  is the same coefficient with that in (3.17). A small value of mI  indicates that 282 

the granular flow moves at a low speed and is in the quasi-static regime, while a large value of 283 

mI  corresponds to a rapid granular flow in the inertia regime (Forterre & Pouliquen 2008). 284 

According to Trulsson, Andreotti & Claudin (2012), the friction coefficient depends on mI  as 285 

 2 1
1

01 mI I

   
 


, (3.19) 286 

where 1 tan   is the friction coefficient when 0mI   and the granular assembly is in 287 

static;   is the internal friction angle of the grains; 2 tan ~ 1.0   is the friction 288 

coefficient when mI  is infinite and the granular assembly flows fairly rapidly; 0I  is a model 289 

parameter and is set to be a value close to the characteristic mI  of the flow (Boyer, Guazzelli 290 

& Pouliquen 2011). 291 

4. Analytical verifications of the dilation/contraction formulation 292 

4.1. Shear-Weakening behaviour of granular samples 293 

The experimental data of sheared granular samples within a torsional shear cell in Lu, 294 

Brodsky & Kavehpour (2007) is used to verify the proposed theoretical formulation of 295 

dilation/contraction. In the experiment, a granular sample composed of sifted beach sand, 296 

having a mean diameter of 438 μmsd  , a density of 32.65 g cms  , and an internal 297 

frictional angle of 37.5   , was sheared in a top-rotating torsional shear rheometer. The 298 

rheometer was a highly sensitive feedback controlled instrument with the normal force, 299 

top-plate height and angular velocity monitored simultaneously, which hence can directly 300 

provide the values of inter-grain pressure, packing fraction and shear rate in the granular 301 

sample for the theory validation. The granular sample was initially loaded up to a height of 6 302 

mm with a packing fraction of 0.61s   when static. It was then sheared by rotating the top 303 

plate at a finite angular velocity with the column height staying fixed and the volume fraction 304 
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of the medium keeping constant. The normal stress on the top plate was recorded. The shear 305 

angular velocity   varied from 0.001 rad/s to 100 rad/s in different experimental cases and 306 

the shear rate of the granular sample was correspondingly between 0.001 s-1 and 2800 s-1. It 307 

was shown in the results that the normal stress on the top plate varied little when the angular 308 

shearing velocity   was lower than 0.01 rad/s but became negatively correlated with   309 

when   was increased up to 25 rad/s, demonstrating a shear-weakening rheology with a dip 310 

of the normal stress. As   increased further, the normal stress increased almost 311 

quadratically with the shear rate when the grains came to be in the inertia regime. 312 

At the steady state when the sample is sheared at a rate of  , the normal stress on the 313 

top plate   is balanced by the inter-grain pressure sp  as 314 

 e c
s s sp p p    . (4.1) 315 

Excluding the effect of interstitial fluid viscosity in (3.17) for subaerial granular samples and 316 

combining (3.12), (3.16), (3.17) and (4.1), the normal stress varies with the shear rate 317 

2 s  S  as 318 

   2

2

2 23
0 1 4

0

exp ce s s
s s c d s s

s s

c
p c K I c d

     
   

   
         

 . (4.2) 319 

The frictional solid pressure without the dilation/contraction effect 0
e
sp , determined by (3.7), 320 

balances the initially imposed normal stress 0  to the static granular sample at the start of 321 

each experimental case, i.e. 322 

  0 0
e
s sp G

     . (4.3) 323 

Dividing both sides of (4.2) by 0 , we have the dimensionless normal stress varying with 324 

shear rate as 325 

   2

2 2 2
3

1 4
0 0 0

exp cs s s s
s c d

s s

c d
c K I c

     
     

   
         


, (4.4) 326 

in which the non-dimensional shear rate 0d s sI d     . Figure 2 shows the comparisons 327 

between the results of (4.4) and the measured data. In the experiment, 4
0 1.25 10 Pa   , 328 

0.590  , and a random close-packing fraction 0.640   . A jamming volume fraction 329 

0 0.630   is set which is in a reasonable range of ~s   . The compressibility coefficient 330 
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of the natural sand G  is 910 Pa , and according to (4.3) the coefficient 331 

   0ln ln sG      is 2.89. A critical volume fraction of dilatancy 0 0.630c   is 332 

estimated in the experiment. The parameter K  was not measured and we take 1c K  as a 333 

single coefficient. 1 1.50c K   and 2 0.42c   are set by fitting the computed results with the 334 

data in both quasi-static and transitional regimes, while 3 1.80c   and 4 0.0005c   are 335 

determined according to the fitness in the inertia regime. Values of the parameters are 336 

summarized in table 1. 337 

As shown in figure 2 the predicted variation of the normal stress against shear rate agrees 338 

well with the measured data, which demonstrates that the proposed formulation of frictional 339 

solid pressure is capable of describing the shear-weakening behaviour of the granular sample. 340 

It shows that when the sample is in the quasi-static and the transitional regimes the frictional 341 

solid pressure e
sp  predominates and the decrease in e

sp  due to the frictional contraction is 342 

the reason for the dip in the normal stress. When the sample is in the inertia regime, the 343 

collisional inter-grain pressure c
sp  increases quadratically with the shear rate and becomes 344 

dominant in the balance with the normal stress on the top-plate. (4.4), which is a direct result 345 

of the proposed dilation/contraction theory, can map the variation of the normal stress 346 

imposed to the sheared sample smoothly between the quasi-static and the inertia regimes. 347 

 348 

Figure 2. Variation of normal stress on the rheometer top-plate with non-dimensional shear rate in the 349 

volume-constant experiments of Lu, Brodsky & Kavehpour (2007). The non-dimensional frictional 350 

solid pressure 0
e
sp   and collisional pressure 0

c
sp   are computed by the first and the second 351 

terms on the right-hand side of (4.4), respectively. 352 
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4.2. Incipient failure of granular slopes 353 

In this section, the proposed theoretical formulation is assessed through predicting the 354 

incipient failure of dry and immersed granular slopes. 355 

Gravish and Goldman (2014) experimentally studied the effects of initial packing 356 

fraction on the failure of dry granular slopes. An initially horizontal layer of grains with 357 

256 μmsd  , 32.5g cms   and volume fraction s  ranging between 0.58 and 0.63 was 358 

prepared on a fluidized bed. The bed was then rotated to a 45˚ angle with a constant rate. The 359 

granular motion in the bed was recorded by cameras, and the instant when incipient motion of 360 

grains on the surface occurred was detected. The angle of the slope at the instant 0 , referred 361 

to as incipient angle, was then obtained according to the rotation rate of the bed. In different 362 

experimental cases, the initial packing fraction was varied and different failure behaviors of 363 

the granular slopes were observed. It was found that the bed with a packing fraction smaller 364 

than the critical value 0 0.595 0.003c    experienced a rapid failure and a compaction, 365 

while the bed with a fraction larger than the critical value underwent a slow failure and a 366 

dilation. Specifically, the bed with initial 0.58s   had an incipient angle of 0 7.7 1.4    , 367 

whereas the 0  of the bed with 0.63s   was 32.1 1.5  . Overall, the incipient angle of 368 

the slopes increased significantly with the initial packing fraction. 369 

First, for comparison, the classical saw model of dilatancy (Rowe 1962; Pailha & 370 

Pouliquen 2009) is applied to estimate the incipient angle of granular slopes. In the theory, 371 

forces are in equilibrium both along and normal to the slope and the dilation/contraction 372 

affects the slope failure by leading to a change in the angle of shearing. At the critical 373 

incipient state, the grains on the bed surface are controlled by 374 

 0tan sins s s sp gh       (4.5) 375 

 0coss s s sp gh      (4.6) 376 

 and  tan tan    , (4.7) 377 

where   is the angle of shearing;   is the internal friction angle of the grains and tan  378 

is the friction coefficient when there is no dilatancy effect; h  is a characteristic depth of the 379 
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grains to move. Recall that   is the dilatancy angle. (4.5) and (4.6) are respectively for the 380 

balance of forces in the directions along and normal to the slope. Combining (4.5) – (4.7) as 381 

well as (3.11), we have 382 

  0 arctan s cK            . (4.8) 383 

0c c   holds during the incipient failure of the slopes. 384 

Here, we apply the proposed formulation to predict the incipient angle of granular slopes. 385 

It should be noted that the collisional solid pressure c
sp  vanishes at the incipient failure stage 386 

and thus e
s sp p . When the granular bed is static, in the direction normal to the slope, the 387 

inter-particle pressure without the frictional dilation/contraction effect 0
e
sp  balances the 388 

gravity as 389 

 0coss s s sp gh    , (4.9) 390 

 where  0
e

s s sp p G
    . (4.10) 391 

Hence,  0 0cose
s s sp G gh

      . As it approaches to the critical incipient state, before 392 

the incipient motion is detected, the grains on the slope surface undergo a small shear strain 393 

   during the failure. Due to the rearrangement of contact force chains along with the strain, 394 

the solid pressure changes from 0
e

s sp p  to tan
0

e
s sp p e    in the frictional 395 

dilation/contraction and the forces in the direction normal to the slope cease to be in 396 

equilibrium. In the densely-packed granular slope, the solid pressure increases and the 397 

resultant force in the normal direction becomes upward, leading to a dilation of the assembly. 398 

Conversely, in the loosely-packed granular bed, the solid pressure decreases and the resultant 399 

force directs downward, inducing a contraction in the bed. In the direction along the slope, the 400 

equilibrium condition is still valid. Hence, 401 

 0tan sins s s sp gh     , (4.11) 402 

 where tan tan
0 0cose

s s sp p e gh e        .  (4.12) 403 

Effect of the dilation/contraction on the friction coefficient during the incipient period is 404 

neglected. Combining (4.11) and (4.12) gives 405 

 tan
0tan tane    ,  (4.13) 406 
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which can be written explicitly as 407 

 
tan

0 tan

1
arctan

1 tan tan

e

e

 

  
 









 
    

. (4.14) 408 

Substituting  s s    for   and  s cK    for tan  as in section 3, we finally 409 

obtain 410 

 
   

   0

1
arctan

1 tan tan

s s c s

s s c s

c

c

e

e

    

     
 





 

 

 
   

 
, (4.15) 411 

where c K  . It is noted that in this case we do not apply (3.14) to replace    with 2
1

c
dc I  412 

but keep    in the equation as a parameter because the shear rate of the slope during the 413 

incipient motion is not measureable. Moreover, it is more reasonable to relate the incipient 414 

dynamics of granular slopes at critical state to the shear strain than to the shear rate. In 415 

Gravish & Goldman (2014), the measured critical volume fraction of dilatancy c  was 0.595, 416 

the material parameter for dilatancy K  was 22.4, and the internal friction angle of grains in 417 

the air   was 17.0 . A random loose-packing volume fraction of 0.570   is determined 418 

according to the experimental setup. =3.50  is set which is the median value of its range 419 

(see section 3.2 and table 1). A shear strain of 0.026   , consistent with the analysis in 420 

appendix A, is obtained by fitting the results with the experimental data. 421 

Figure 3 compares the computed incipient angles of the granular slope using (4.8) and 422 

(4.15) with the measured data. It can be seen that the results given by the present formulation 423 

agree with the data much better than those by the classical saw model, especially when the 424 

initial packing fraction of the granular slope is larger than the critical value of dilatancy and 425 

the bed dilates. 426 
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 427 

Figure 3. Variation of the incipient angle of dry granular slope with the initial packing fraction in the 428 

experiment of Gravish & Goldman (2014). The measured critical volume fraction 0.595c   with 429 

the grey bar indicating the measurement uncertainty. 430 

Bonnet, Richard & Philippe (2010) conducted a similar experiment to study the failure of 431 

immersed granular slopes in static water ( 31.0g cmf  ). The grains had a diameter of 432 

600μmsd   and a density of 32.65g cms  . The initial packing fraction of the granular 433 

particles in the bed s  varied from 0.52 to 0.59 and the corresponding measured incipient 434 

angle of the slopes varied significantly, having a notably high ratio of 2.5 between the 435 

maximal and the minimal values. It should be noted that the shear strain and the deformation 436 

of the free granular slope during the incipient stage are expected to be exceedingly small and 437 

accordingly the variation of pore pressure is not appreciable and neglected here. Therefore, 438 

the buoyancy of the grains is accounted for by substituting s f   for s  in (4.5) – (4.6) 439 

and (4.9) – (4.12). Consequently, both (4.8) of the saw model and (4.15) of the present 440 

frictional dilation/contraction theory can also be applied to determine the incipient angle of 441 

immersed granular slopes. 442 

Figure 4 shows the comparisons between the computed results and the measured data. 443 

According to the experimental results in Bonnet, Richard & Philippe (2010), the parameter 444 

20.8K  , the critical volume fraction of dilatancy 0.545c  , and the internal friction angle 445 

of gains in the water 38.6   . A random loose-packing volume fraction of 0.510   is 446 

roughly determined as the minimal value of the packing fraction prepared in the experiment 447 
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was between 0.51 and 0.52. Same as that in the dry slope case, a value of 3.50   is also 448 

set. According to the verification against measured data, a shear strain of 0.019    is 449 

adopted, which has the same order as that in the dry slope case. Values of parameters are 450 

summarized in table 1. It is shown in figure 4 that the computed incipient angle by the present 451 

formulation agrees generally well with the measured data and the fitness is better than that 452 

between the results of the classical saw model and the data. The present formulation performs 453 

well in the dilation situation and only slightly overestimates the incipient angle when the bed 454 

experiences a contraction. For the cases of 0.02s c     where the incipient angle seems 455 

to vary little with the packing fraction, both the present theory and the classical saw model 456 

have an underestimation, which may be due to the lack of fluid viscosity’s effect on slope 457 

failures. In immersed granular media, solid particles have an additional cohesion due to the 458 

viscosity of interstitial fluid, noted as c . At the critical state, along the slope there is a 459 

balance between the additional particle cohesion, the inter-particle shear stress, and the 460 

gravity as     0tan sins s s s fc p gh        . In the cases of 0.02s c    , due to 461 

frictional contraction, the inter-particle pressure and shear stress decrease significantly and 462 

could have a smaller value than c . As a result, the additional particle cohesion predominates 463 

in resisting the incipient motion of the slope, yielding  0 arcsin s fc gh      . 464 

Assuming a same value of c  for the cases with different packing fractions, we can find that 465 

the slope incipient angle varies little with the packing fraction. For an accurate quantification 466 

of the phenomenon, more measured data are required in further investigations. 467 
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 468 

Figure 4. Variation of the incipient angle of immersed granular slopes in water with the initial packing 469 

fraction in the experiment of Bonnet, Richard & Philippe (2010). The measured critical volume 470 

fraction is 0.545c   and the grey bar represents the uncertainty in the measurement. 471 

5. Numerical validations by simulations of submerged granular column 472 

collapse 473 

The proposed dilation/contraction formulation is integrated into the two-fluid model of Shi et 474 

al. (2019) which is validated in laminar bed-load transport by Poiseuille flow (see appendix B) 475 

and in this section is applied to simulate submerged granular column collapse. The submerged 476 

granular mass collapse is a benchmark for studying the dilation/contraction of granular 477 

materials, in which the frictional dilation/contraction plays a critical role in the whole process 478 

from the initiation of the crash to the final deposition (Houssais & Jerolmack 2017; 479 

Baumgarten & Kamrin 2019). It has been shown in the experiments that the initially 480 

loosely-packed columns exhibited a fast initiation of motion and compacted in the collapse 481 

with an increase in the pore fluid pressure while the densely-packed columns collapsed rather 482 

slowly and dilated with a decrease in the pore fluid pressure (Rondon, Pouliquen & Aussillous 483 

2011; Wang et al. 2017). A two-phase model fully resolving the primary variables of the solid 484 

and the liquid phases helps to capture the dynamics in the dilation/contraction of the saturated 485 

granular materials. 486 
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5.1. A two-phase continuum model based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method 487 

The present dilation/contraction theory is integrated into the model of Shi et al. (2019), which 488 

is a two-phase continuum model based on the weakly compressible Smoothed Particle 489 

Hydrodynamics (WCSPH) method. The controlling equations, i.e. conservation equations of 490 

mass and momentum of the two phases, are obtained by first averaging the physical variables 491 

of each phase in a control volume following Drew (1983) for a continuum description of both 492 

phases and then spatially filtering via Favre averaging for turbulence. The equations are then 493 

written into Lagrangian form for numerical implementation using SPH method. Here, for 494 

brevity, we only give a minimum description of the model. Detailed derivation of the 495 

equations and numerical implementations of the model can be found in Shi, Yu & Dalrymple 496 

(2017) and Shi et al. (2019). 497 

The governing equations of the solid phase are, 498 

  s
s f s s f

d

dt

          u u u , (5.1) 499 

      1 1 1ts
s f s s s s s f

s s s s s s s

d
p

dt
 

      
          σ σ     

u F
u u u g , (5.2) 500 

and those of the interstitial fluid phase are, 501 

 
   f f

f f f

d

dt

 
    u , (5.3) 502 

    1 1 1f t
f f f f f

f f f f f f f

d
p

dt
 

      
    

u F
g    τ τ . (5.4) 503 

In the equations, f , fu , and f  are respectively the density, velocity, and volumetric 504 

fraction of the fluid phase; fτ  and t
fτ  are the kinetic and the turbulent shear stresses of the 505 

fluid phase, respectively. Other notations have the same meaning as in section 2. For any 506 

physical variable X ,  fd dt t     u  . It indicates that the velocity of a SPH 507 

particle is set to be the same with the fluid velocity it carries. When concerning saturated 508 

granular flows, we have 1s f   . 509 

The constitutive law integrating the present dilation/contraction formulation is utilized to 510 

determine the inter-grain stress of the solid phase as 511 
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1
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. (5.7) 514 

The combined dimensionless number for immersed granular flows, mI , is calculated by 515 

(3.18), which is recalled here as 516 

 
 2

42 2s f f s s s

m
s

c d
I

p

  


S S
. (5.8) 517 

sS  is defined as (2.4) and : 2s s sS S S . The notations have the same meaning as in 518 

sections 2 and 3. The frictional solid pressure without dilation/contraction effect 0
e
sp  can be 519 

determined by (3.7), which is a general form of existing formulas for 0
e
sp . However, for 520 

comparison with the model of Shi et al. (2019) excluding the frictional dilation/contraction 521 

effect, the formula of 0
e
sp  adopted in Shi et al. (2019) is also used in this section. It is shown 522 

as 523 

 
 

0

1 sin
2

0

s
s se

s

s

G
p

       
 

 


 





   
          

 

, (5.9) 524 

where    is the random close-packing volume fraction of the granular assembly. The 525 

difference between (5.9) and (3.7) is simply the inclusion of volume fraction s  for the 526 

compressibility of grains. It only leads to a minor difference in the values of   and has no 527 

notable effect on the results. 528 

The stress of the solid phase induced by interstitial fluid turbulence t
sσ  is usually 529 

neglected in subaerial granular flows. In submerged cases, it is expressed as 530 

 2t t t
s s s s sp  σ S I , (5.10) 531 

in which t
s  and t

sp  are respectively the turbulent viscosity and pressure of the solid phase 532 

indicating the effects of interstitial fluid turbulence on grains. In dense granular flows, t
sp  is 533 
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generally much smaller than sp  and can therefore be neglected (Bouchut et al. 2016; 534 

Baumgarten & Kamrin 2019). t
s  is estimated by a Smagorinsky turbulence model in (5.13). 535 

The kinetic and the turbulent shear stresses of the fluid phase are formulated as 536 

 2f f f f τ S , (5.11) 537 

 and 2t t
f f f f τ S , (5.12) 538 

where f  is the fluid kinematic viscosity and t
f  is the turbulent viscosity of the fluid 539 

phase. t
f , together with the turbulent solid viscosity t

s , is estimated by the Smagorinsky 540 

model proposed in Dalrymple & Rogers (2006) but integrated with a modification for the 541 

turbulence damping by solid particles. It is shown as 542 

  2

,2 1
n

t s
k S k kC S


 

 
   

 
, (5.13) 543 

in which the subscript ,k f s ;   is the size of SPH particles; ,S kC  is the Smagorinsky 544 

coefficient and in this paper we set , , 0.1S f S sC C  ; the index n  is for the effects of 545 

turbulence damping by solid particles and 5n   is adopted according to Chen et al. (2011) 546 

and Shi et al. (2019). 547 

In submerged dense granular flows, the inter-phase force F  can be simplified to 548 

include only the drag force that is predominant. The formula proposed by Gidaspow (1994) is 549 

adopted to estimate the drag force as 550 

  s f s  F u u , (5.14) 551 
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. (5.16) 553 

DC  is the drag coefficient and Res  is the particle Reynolds number, defined by 554 

s f f s s fRe d  u u . f su u  is the norm of the relative velocity between the two 555 
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phases. 556 

In the WCSPH method, the fluid is assumed to be weakly compressible and thus f  is 557 

not a constant. Hence, one more equation is required to close the model. The equation of state 558 

proposed by Shi, Yu & Dalrymple (2017) is used to relate the fluid pressure fp  in the 559 

solid-liquid mixture to the variable fluid density, shown as 560 

 
2

0 0 0 0

0

1f f f s f f f s f
f

f f f

c
p


        
   

   
       

, (5.17) 561 

where 0f  is the reference density of the fluid when 0fp  ;   is a material parameter; 562 

0c  is the sound speed in the fluid at the reference density. Usually, for numerical stability, a 563 

value of ten times the maximum flow velocity in the problem is adopted. In the present 564 

simulations of submerged granular column collapse, 7   and 0 25m sc   are set for the 565 

viscous liquid used in the experiments. 566 

5.2. Model parameter characterizing the frictional dilation/contraction 567 

Rondon, Pouliquen & Aussillous (2011) had conducted a well-known experiment of 568 

submerged granular column collapse in a viscous fluid using an experimental set-up as 569 

illustrated in figure 5. The experimental flume was 70 cm-long, 15 cm-wide, 15 cm-high and 570 

filled with liquid having a density of 31.0g cmf   and a kinematic viscosity of 571 

5 21.2 10 m sf    to a depth of 15 cmH  . Initially, the granular column was confined by 572 

a removable gate at the left end of the flume. The column was composed of glass beads of 573 

density 32.5g cms  , mean diameter 225μmsd  , and internal friction angle 20.0   . 574 

The horizontal and the vertical directions are respectively defined as x  and z . The columns 575 

were well prepared to a finite packing fraction, being in either loose-packing or dense-packing 576 

states. In the cases studied in this paper, the columns had a fixed width of 6 cm in x  577 

direction, and the initial depth of the columns h  varied. In the loose-packing case, 578 

4.8cmh   and the initial mean volume fraction of the column was 0.55s  . In the 579 

dense-packing case, 4.2cmh   and 0.60s  . A slight variation of volume fraction over the 580 

depth due to the gravity existed in the columns but only the depth-averaged value was 581 
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measured. A critical volume fraction of dilatancy 0 0.58c   was observed in the measured 582 

data, around which there was a transition in the behaviours between the loosely- and the 583 

densely-packed columns (Rondon, Pouliquen & Aussillous 2011). Once the gate was 584 

suddenly removed (in less than 0.1 s), the column collapsed. 585 

 586 

Figure 5. A schematized representation of the experimental set-up by Rondon, Pouliquen & Aussillous 587 

(2011), also showing the profiles of the initial solid volume fraction in the loosely- and 588 

densely-packed columns, the linear profile of inter-grain pressure 0
e e

s s sp p p   in the initially static 589 

columns, and the hydrostatic profile of fluid pressure fp . 590 

To simulate a problem such as submerged granular column collapse, especially its time 591 

evolution process, it is essential to determine the initial conditions of all necessary variables 592 

as closely as possible. As the initial inter-grain pressure in the static columns 0
e e

s s sp p p   593 

is to resist the immersed weight of grains, initial values of 0
e
sp  must satisfy the static 594 

condition and have an almost linear distribution over the depth. Once the collapse starts, the 595 

frictional inter-grain pressure may increase or decrease due to the rearrangement of contact 596 

force chains, leading to the frictional dilation or contraction of the granular assembly and 597 

distinct collapsing behaviours. However, in previous work on this problem (Lee & Huang 598 

2018; Si, Shi & Yu 2018), the static condition for initial inter-grain pressure was not met and 599 

the model parameters in the formulas of 0
e
sp  were determined through only matching 600 

computed and measured collapsing behaviours of the columns. The change in frictional 601 

inter-grain pressure due to rearrangement of contact force chains that leads to the 602 

dilation/contraction of the granular assembly was not considered in previous models. As a 603 

result, in their models, the initial values of inter-grain pressure in the stationary 604 
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loosely-packed column were smaller while those in the stationary densely-packed column 605 

were much greater than the static immersed weight of the grains. Indeed, the initial inter-grain 606 

pressure to balance the immersed weight of the static loosely-packed and densely-packed 607 

columns is close as the original heights of the two columns are similar with 4.8 cmh   in 608 

the loose packing case and 4.2 cmh   in the dense packing case. The reason for the similar 609 

initial inter-grain pressure in the two columns with essentially different porosities is the 610 

difference in the arrangement of contact-force chains among solid grains. Therefore, the 611 

parameter   in the formula of 0
e
sp  that characterizes the effect of contact-force chains 612 

arrangement on the frictional solid pressure has different values in the two cases. Once the 613 

column collapses,   adjusts according to the proposed   in (3.9), leading to a change in 614 

the frictional solid pressure and the frictional dilation/contraction of granular columns. 615 

The parameters 0.540   and 0.625    are chosen so that all the values of the 616 

prepared packing fraction in the experiment are in the range of ~  
 . The compressibility 617 

coefficient G  for glass beads is 910 Pa . To achieve a linear profile of initial inter-grain 618 

pressure in the static columns, i.e.        00

e
s s s ft

p z p z g h z 

    , the initial volume 619 

fraction is set to slightly vary vertically but have a same mean value with the experimental 620 

setup. The value of   is determined carefully so that the initial s  varies in a narrow range. 621 

For the loose packing case,   is set to be 2.64   and the initial volume fraction 622 

increases from 0.546s   on the surface to 0.552s   at the bottom with a vertical average 623 

value of 0.550s  . For the dense packing case, 5.50   is set and the initial s  624 

increases from 0.579s   downwards to 0.607s   with an average value of 0.599s  . 625 

The profiles of the initial volume fraction and the initial solid pressure are shown in figure 5. 626 

The coefficients in (5.5) for the frictional solid pressure are set to be 1 2.5c K   and 627 

2 0.10c   according to the model calibrations. The parameter K  of the used granular 628 

material was not measured in the experiment and in the simulations 1c K  is taken as a single 629 

parameter. The other coefficients in the model are determined following a sensitivity study in 630 

appendix C as: 3 2.50c  , 4 0.10c  , and 0 0.610   for the collisional solid pressure in 631 

(5.5); 2 0.8   and 0 0.005I   for the friction coefficient in (5.7). Values of all the 632 

material and the adjustable parameters are summarized in table 1. 633 
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The proposed model is numerically implemented on the basis of the open-source weakly 634 

compressible SPH-package GPUSPH (Hérault, Bilotta & Dalrymple 2010). The 635 

computational domain is represented by 111 192 SPH particles which have an initial size of 636 

0.002 m  . The fixed time step of the simulations is 510 st   . The parallel computations 637 

are conducted on an Nvidia Tesla K40c CUDA-enabled Graphics Processing Units (GPU) 638 

card, which has 2880 processor cores and a compute capability of 3.5. It takes about 4.2 h of 639 

computational time to simulate 4 s of the column collapse. 640 

5.3. Column profiles and pore-pressure feedback 641 

Figures 6 and 7 show the comparisons between the computed column profiles and the 642 

measured data in the loose-packing and the dense-packing cases, respectively. Results 643 

computed by the present model that includes both the frictional and the collisional 644 

dilation/contraction effects and by the model of Shi et al. (2019) which does not account for 645 

the frictional dilation/contraction effect are presented together for comparison. The 646 

coefficients in the two models are the same. It can be seen that in both cases there is a general 647 

agreement between the column profiles computed by the present model with the experimental 648 

data, especially a good agreement in the final depositions. For the loose packing case, once 649 

the gate is removed, the whole upper part of the column crashes down immediately. The flow 650 

front moves rapidly and then stops in 4 s at 22.1cmx   resulting in a long runout distance. 651 

The final deposition of the column is triangular. For the dense packing case, only grains at the 652 

right edge of the column fall freely after the gate is removed, while most of the column keeps 653 

static. The collapse goes inward with time and the flow front moves forward smoothly. The 654 

flow front stops at 12.0cmx   and the collapse process ends in 33 s with a 655 

trapezium-shaped final deposition. The present model clearly captures the distinct behaviours 656 

of the initially loosely- and densely-packed columns, while the model of Shi et al. (2019) 657 

without accounting for the frictional dilation/contraction effect fails. The model of Shi et al. 658 

(2019) produces similar results for the two cases, in which the collapse of the loosely-packed 659 

column is much slower while that of the densely-packed column is slightly quicker than the 660 

corresponding results from the present model. The comparisons between the results of the two 661 
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models demonstrate the importance of the frictional dilation/contraction effect and the 662 

predicative capability of the present model integrating the proposed dilation/contraction 663 

formulation. 664 

 665 

Figure 6. Comparisons between the computed and the measured column profiles in the loose packing 666 

case. The black dotted lines represent the initial profile of the column. The present model considers the 667 

frictional dilation/contraction effect while the model of Shi et al. (2019) does not. The magenta 668 

short-dotted curves are the column profiles computed by the model of Baumgarten & Kamrin (2019), 669 

abbreviated as “B & K (2019)” in the figure for brevity, which has also taken the dilation/contraction 670 

into account. 671 
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 672 

Figure 7. Same as figure 6 but for the results in the dense packing case. 673 

Another notable phenomenon resulting from the dilation/contraction of submerged 674 

granular collapse is the change of pore pressure in the column. Rondon, Pouliquen & 675 

Aussillous (2011) reported that the pore pressure at the bottom of the granular column 676 

increased while decreased quickly in the loose and the dense packing cases once the collapse 677 

started, respectively. In the present two-phase model, the pore-pressure feedback in 678 

dilation/contraction is implicitly taken into account by coupling the controlling equations of 679 

the two phases through the drag force and the constant total volumetric fraction. In the 680 

collapse of immersed granular columns, the rearrangement of contact-force chains induces a 681 

variation of inter-grain frictional stress which further leads to an expansion/contraction of the 682 

solid phase and hence a relative motion between the solid and the liquid phases. In the case of 683 

dilation, the expansion of the solid phase results in an increase in the column porosity and the 684 

liquid phase is pulled by the inter-phase drag force to expand, both of which induces a 685 

decrease in the pore pressure. Conversely, in the case of contraction, the pore pressure 686 

increases due to a decrease in the column porosity and a squeeze on the liquid phase by the 687 

drag force. Figure 8 shows the computed excess fluid pressure in the experimental domain at 688 

the early stage of the collapse. It can be clearly seen in figure 8(a) and 8(c) that the pore 689 

pressure in the granular column computed by the present model increases in the loose packing 690 
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case while decreases in the dense packing case, consistent with the experimental observations. 691 

In figure 8(b) and 8(d), values of the excess pore pressure computed by the model without the 692 

frictional dilation/contraction effect are negative in both the loose and the dense packing cases, 693 

which differs markedly from the measurements. Hence, it is verified in figure 8 that the 694 

pore-pressure feedback can be reasonably captured by the present two-phase model 695 

integrating the proposed frictional dilation/contraction formulation. 696 

 697 

Figure 8. Computed excess fluid pressure by the present model (with the frictional dilation/contraction) 698 

and the model of Shi et al. (2019) (without the frictional dilation/contraction). The black solid curves 699 

in the liquid represent the computed column profiles. 700 
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The computed variations of excess pore pressure and solid volume fraction at Point A 701 

(shown in figure 5) by the present model are given in figure 9. In the loose packing case, the 702 

pore pressure increases rapidly once the column collapses and the maximum value of the 703 

computed excess pore pressure is about 210 Pa, slightly larger than available measured data. 704 

In the dense packing case, the pore pressure initially decreases significantly and then the 705 

excess pore pressure relaxes to zero. In both cases, the computed relaxation time by the 706 

present model is shorter than the experimental results, especially in the loose packing case. It 707 

should be noted that the fluctuations in the pressure are caused by the WCSPH numerical 708 

method itself. Figure 9 also shows that the solid volume fraction at Point A in the loose 709 

packing case increases slightly and the fraction in the dense packing case decreases, 710 

corresponding respectively to the contraction and the dilation of the columns. 711 

 712 

Figure 9. Variations of excess pore pressure and solid volume fraction at Point A. The position of Point 713 

A is shown in figure 5. The magenta dotted curves are for the results computed by the model of 714 

Baumgarten & Kamrin (2019), abbreviated as “B & K (2019)” in the figures for brevity. 715 
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For further investigations on the performance of the proposed dilation/contraction 716 

formulation, figures 6, 7, and 9 also compare the computed results by the present model with 717 

those by the model of Baumgarten & Kamrin (2019). In their plastic constitutive law of 718 

granular materials, Baumgarten & Kamrin (2019) integrated the dilatancy effect by adding a 719 

term of solid volumetric change to the plastic strain rate, which had a more complicate form 720 

than the present formulation. It is shown in figures 6 and 7 that in the early stage of collapse 721 

the computed column height by the present model agrees better with the measured data while 722 

the computed front position by Baumgarten & Kamrin (2019) fits the data better. In both 723 

figures, the final deposition of the columns computed by the present model compares much 724 

better with the experimental observations. Figure 9, together with figure 14(a) of Baumgarten 725 

& Kamrin (2019), shows that their model performs better in describing the variation of pore 726 

pressure even though there was a violent fluctuation in their results. 727 

5.4. Discussions 728 

The only difference between the two-phase model in this paper and that of Shi et al. (2019) is 729 

the integration of the frictional dilation/contraction effect on the inter-grain pressure. As stated 730 

in section 5.2, when simulating the column collapse, Shi et al. (2019) like other previous 731 

work on granular flow models (such as Lee & Huang 2018) neglected the initial condition for 732 

inter-grain pressure and calibrated the model parameters in the formula of 0
e
sp  according to 733 

the collapsing behaviours. When we set the parameters to make sure the initial values of 0
e
sp  734 

satisfy the static condition to balance the immersed weight of grains as done in this paper, it is 735 

clearly shown that the model of Shi et al. (2019) without the frictional dilation/contraction 736 

effect fails to reproduce the distinct collapsing behaviours of initially loosely- and 737 

densely-packed columns while the present model succeeds. Therefore, integrating the 738 

proposed formulation of the frictional dilation/contraction effect helps us to capture the 739 

column collapse from the initially static state to the final deposition. 740 

It should be noted that there is still room for improvement in the present two-phase 741 

model. Figures 6 and 7 show that in the early stage of the collapse the present model predicts 742 

a faster motion of flow front than the experimental observations. According to the sensitivity 743 
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study in appendix C, the reason for this faster collapse is probably the underestimation of the 744 

collisional solid pressure c
sp  and the corresponding inter-grain shear resistance. Moreover, 745 

the faster collapse in the early stage results in a rapid dissipation of excess pore pressure at the 746 

bottom of the column and hence a smaller pore-pressure relaxation time than the observed. 747 

Further improvement in the formulation of the collisional solid stresses is required. 748 

The well-posedness of the present two-phase model is required to be further investigated, 749 

even though the simulations in this paper are stable. It has been pointed out by Barker et al. 750 

(2015; 2017) that the μ(I) rheological model is ill-posed when the inertial number iI  is too 751 

high or too low and including compressibility, rate dependence, and viscous dissipation could 752 

help to stabilize the computation. In the present model the effect of interstitial fluid viscosity 753 

on granular rheology has been integrated and the liquid adopted in the presented experiments 754 

of immersed granular column collapse had a high viscosity. It is most likely that the viscous 755 

dissipation induced by interstitial liquid makes the present simulations stable. 756 

 757 

Parameters Varying Ranges 
Is a 

Material 
Parameter? 

Values 

Section 4.1 
Section 4.2 
(Dry Cases) 

Section 4.2 
(Immersed Cases) 

Section 5 

  0.500 ~ 0.600 YES 0.590 0.570 0.510 0.540 

   0.580 ~ 0.640 YES 0.640 0.640 0.620 0.625 

G     4 910 10O O (Pa) YES 910  --- --- 910  

  1.50 ~ 5.50 NO 2.89 3.50 3.50 
2.64 (loose) 

5.50 (dense) 

0c   
   YES 0.630 0.595 0.545 0.580 

K  1.0 ~ 25.0 YES 
1 1.5c K   

22.4 20.8 
1 2.5c K   

1c   0 10O  NO --- --- 

2c  0 ~ 1.00 NO 0.42 --- --- 0.10 
2

1
c
dc I       2 110 10O O   NO --- 0.026 0.019 --- 

3c  0.75 ~ 3.00 NO 1.80 --- --- 2.50 

4c  0 ~ 1.00 NO 0.0005 --- --- 0.10 

0   
   YES 0.630 --- --- 0.610 

1  tan  YES  tan 37.5   tan 17.0   tan 38.6   tan 20.0  

2  tan 1.0   NO --- --- --- 0.8 

0I  0 ~ 1.0 NO --- --- --- 52.5 10  

TABLE 1. Parameters in the model. The third column shows whether a parameter is a material parameter, whose value is 

determined depending on the physical properties of solid grains and according to related experimental observations. In 

sections 4.1 and 5, the material parameter K  was not measured and we take 1c K  as a single adjustable parameter. In 

section 4.2, when concerning the critical incipient state of granular slopes, the frictional solid pressure is related to the 

shear strain    and 2
1

c
dc I    is taken as an adjustable parameter. In specific analytical cases, if its value is not set, the 

parameter is not involved in the solutions. 
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6. Conclusions 758 

Shear dilation/contraction plays a significant role in geological granular flows from the initial 759 

destabilization to final deposition. Neither the critical state theories in soil mechanics nor the 760 

shear-rate-dependent rheological laws are generally applicable to fully describing the 761 

dilatancy effects in granular flows at a wide range of shear rate. This paper presents a 762 

theoretical description of dilation/contraction for continuum modelling of granular flows. It is 763 

based on the understanding that the dilatancy effects in sheared granular materials consist of a 764 

frictional portion resulting from the rearrangement of enduring-contact force chains and a 765 

collisional portion owing to inter-grain collisions. The frictional dilation/contraction can be 766 

accounted for by the changes in the frictional solid pressure for enduring contacts between 767 

grains while the collisional dilatancy is considered by the shear-rate-dependent collisional 768 

solid pressure in rheological laws for granular flows. A new analytical formulation of the 769 

frictional solid pressure considering the rearrangement of contact force chains under shear 770 

deformation is proposed for the first time in this paper. 771 

The proposed dilation/contraction formulation accurately captures the shear-weakening 772 

behaviour of granular samples in a torsional shear rheometer and the incipient failure of dry 773 

and immersed granular slopes as indicated by the close agreement between its predictions and 774 

the measurements. In the former test case, the proposed formulation successfully reproduces 775 

the variation of the normal stress on the rheometer top plate with shear rate, i.e. a transition in 776 

the state of the normal stress between being constant, dipping, and increasing quadratically as 777 

the shear rate increases. It maps the variation of the normal stress smoothly between the 778 

quasi-static and the inertia regimes. As to the latter test case concerning granular slope failure, 779 

the present formulation gives a good prediction of the incipient angle, i.e. the angle of the 780 

slope where grains on the surface starts to move, of both dry and immersed granular slopes 781 

including its dramatic increases with the initial packing fraction due to the frictional 782 

dilation/contraction. In the latter case, the proposed formulation performs much better than 783 

the classical saw model of dilation/contraction, especially when the granular bed dilates. 784 

Following these analytical validations, the proposed dilation/contraction formulation is 785 

then integrated into a two-fluid continuum model for submerged granular flows which is 786 
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applied to simulate the full collapse process of underwater granular columns. Both collapsing 787 

column profiles and the excess fluid pressure simulated by the proposed model generally 788 

agree well with the measured data. Distinct collapsing behaviours of initially loosely- and 789 

densely-packed columns in the profile and interstitial fluid pressure due to the frictional 790 

dilation/contraction are well reproduced. The model without the frictional dilation/contraction 791 

effect clearly fails to capture the significant influence of initial packing fraction on the 792 

collapse. Integrating the proposed frictional dilation/contraction formulation helps us capture 793 

the column collapse from the initially static state to the final deposition. 794 
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Appendix A 810 

A preliminary analysis on the magnitude of the shear strain    is presented here. 811 

Combining (3.5), (3.10) and (3.11), the non-dimensional change of frictional solid 812 

pressure due to the rearrangement of contact force chains under shear strain    can be 813 

expressed as 814 

 
 

0

exp 1
e

s s cs
e
s s

p
K

p

  
 

  


 
   

, (A 1) 815 

when s  . Generally, the material parameter for dilatancy K  has a value in the range of 816 

1.0 ~ 25.0  and an order of  10O  (see Pailha & Pouliquen 2009; Bonnet, Richard & 817 

Philippe 2010; Gravish & Goldman 2014). The magnitude of   is between 1.50 and 5.50 818 

(see Hsu, Jenkins & Liu 2004; Lee & Huang 2018). The random loose-packing volume 819 

fraction of granular materials 0.50 ~ 0.59   and the random close-packing fraction 820 

0.61 ~ 0.64    (van Wachem et al. 2001). The critical volume fraction of dilatancy c  has 821 

a value in the range of ~  
 . It is reasonable to expect that the non-dimensional increase of 822 

solid pressure in frictional dilation has an order of  1O  and is limited by 0 10e e
s sp p  . 823 

Therefore, according to (A 1),    should be of the order of    2 110 ~ 10O O  . 824 

Specifically, given 13K  , 3.5  , 0.55  , and 0.58c  , the variations of 825 

0
e e
s sp p  with the shear strain    in the cases of 0.56s   for frictional contraction and 826 

0.60s   for frictional dilation are shown in figure A1. It illustrates that a small shear strain 827 

may lead to significant effects of frictional dilation/contraction, which is consistent with the 828 

assumption in section 3 that the changes in the frictional solid pressure due to rearrangement 829 

of contact force chains occur in a very short duration and the process can be regarded as 830 

transient in a continuum description. 831 
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 832 

Figure A1. Variations of changes in frictional solid pressure e
sp  versus the shear strain   . The dark 833 

grey area indicates the cases of dilation and the rest contraction. 834 

The shear strain    increases with the dimensionless shear rate dI , which is defined as 835 

02 e
d s s s sI d p  S  in (3.13) and can also represent a shear strain being the product of 836 

the temporal period of microscopic rearrangement of contact force chain and the rate of 837 

macroscopic deformation. However,    and dI  are not the same. As shown in Lu, Brodsky 838 

& Kavehpour (2007) and Chialvo, Sun & Sundaresan (2012), in granular media where the 839 

inter-grain frictional contacts predominates, dI  has a value of    6 110 10O O  . The 840 

orders of    and dI  are distinct, and generally    has a larger order. 841 

To relate the frictional solid pressure to the shear rate of granular flows, a simple power 842 

relation, i.e. (3.14), is proposed for   , which is rewritten here as 843 

   2

1

c

dc I   . (A 2) 844 

As the order of    is generally larger than that of dI  and 1dI  , 2c  should be in the range 845 

of 20 1c  . The coefficient 1c  needs to be determined based on the order of   2c

dI  and 846 

should be in the range of  0 ~ 10O . 847 

Appendix B 848 

A validation of the two-phase SPH model in bed-load transport by laminar Poiseuille flow 849 

against the analytical solution of Ouriemi, Aussillous & Guazzelli (2009) is conducted. 850 

In bed-load transport by laminar shear flow, the solid particles stay in continuous or 851 
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intermittent contact with neighboring grains in the bed (Aussillous et al. 2013) and the 852 

frictional inter-grain stresses predominate in the motion of the particles. Ouriemi, Aussillous 853 

& Guazzelli (2009) applied a continuum model to describe the bed-load transport in laminar 854 

viscous regime and for undisturbed Poiseuille flow they obtained an analytical solution of the 855 

flow field. It was found that the two-phase flow could be separated into four regions vertically 856 

regarding to the profiles of flow velocity. Region Ⅰ corresponded to the pure fluid above the 857 

bed ( ph z H   with ph  being the bed height and H  the full height of the two-phase 858 

flow), in which the profile of fluid velocity approached to that of the Poiseuille flow. Region 859 

Ⅳ was the immobile bed layer ( 0 cz h   with ch  for the height of the static layer), where 860 

the velocities of both solid and fluid phase were zero. Regions Ⅱ and Ⅲ were mobile bed 861 

layers in which the slip between the two phases was little and neglected in the analytical 862 

solution. Region Ⅲ ( c p sh z h d   ) had a parabolic distribution of flow velocity and a 863 

negligible variation of porosity along the vertical direction. Region Ⅱ ( p s ph d z h   ) was a 864 

transition layer between region Ⅰ and region Ⅲ. 865 

The present two-phase SPH model is applied to simulate the flow velocity profiles in the 866 

experiments of laminar bed-load transport conducted by Ouriemi, Aussillous & Guazzelli 867 

(2009). The fluid has a density of 31.038g cmf   and a viscosity of 5 23.56 10 m sf   . 868 

Two kinds of solid particles are used, i.e. glass grains with 32.490g cms   and 869 

132μmsd   and light PMMA grains with 31.177 g cms   and 193μmsd  . The full 870 

height of the two-phase flow is 30 mmH   and the bed height is 15mmph  . For 871 

simplicity of numerical implementations, rather than keeping a constant flow rate as done in 872 

the experiments, we impose a pressure on the flow with a fixed gradient of 873 

  20.05m sf fp x      and solve the steady velocity profile under the pressure. 874 

Accordingly, periodic boundary condition is applied in the longitudinal direction. The 875 

imposed pressure gradient leads to a Shields number of about 0.21   for the case with 876 

glass particles and 1.45   for the case with light PMMA particles. As the flow is in the 877 

viscous laminar regime, the stresses of the two phases due to fluid turbulence, i.e. t
sσ  in 878 

(5.10) and t
fτ  in (5.12), vanish and hence the Smagorinsky coefficients in (5.13) are set to 879 

be zero. According to the experimental configurations in Ouriemi, Aussillous & Guazzelli 880 
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(2009), a random close-packing volume fraction of 0.610    and a random loose-packing 881 

volume fraction of 0.550   are set for both cases. The compressibility coefficient of glass 882 

grains is 910 PaG   while that for PMMA particles is 810 PaG  . Values of the coefficient 883 

  are carefully determined so that the initial inter-grain pressure in the bed has a vertically 884 

linear profile, satisfying the static condition, and the porosity of the bed has a minor variation 885 

from the mean amount. In the simulations, 4.85   is set for the glass grains and 4.87   886 

for the light PMMA particles. Initially, the mean porosities of the bed in both cases are 0.415. 887 

The other model parameters have the same values in both cases. The frictional 888 

dilation/contraction effect on inter-grain stresses is excluded in this problem as there is no 889 

experimental evidence for it, and it was also not considered in the analytical solution. Hence, 890 

in (5.5) 1 0c K   and 2 1.0c   are set. The friction coefficients 1 0.43   and 2 0.82   891 

as well as 0 0.01I   are adopted as suggested in Ouriemi, Aussillous & Guazzelli (2009). A 892 

jamming fraction of 0 0.610   is selected in the range of   
  . The coefficients 893 

3 1.00c   and 4 0.10c   are determined following a sensitivity study of the velocity profiles. 894 

It is shown in the sensitivity study that altering the values of 0 , 3c , or 4c  leads to a 895 

negligible change in the velocity profiles, especially in the case of glass beads. This 896 

conclusion is consistent with the fact that the frictional inter-grain stresses predominate in the 897 

bed-load transport by laminar shearing flows while the collisional solid stresses play a minor 898 

role. In the simulations, the entire two-phase flow is represented by a set of SPH particles 899 

having an initial size of 1mmp  . 900 

The computed steady profiles of fluid and solid velocities in the Poiseuille flow are 901 

compared with analytical results in figure B1. Following Ouriemi, Aussillous & Guazzelli 902 

(2009), we scale the length by the full height of the flow, i.e. z z H , p ph h H , and 903 

c ch h H , and the velocity by   2
s f f fgH    , i.e.   2

f f s fu u gH     . The 904 

numerical velocity profiles are in generally good agreement with the analytical results in the 905 

two cases with distinct Shields numbers. The present two-phase SPH model, specifically the 906 

integrated frictional constitutive law, performs reasonably in describing the contact-dominated 907 

bed-load transport by laminar shearing flows. The major difference between the numerical 908 

and the analytical results lies in the thickness of the mobile bed layer, which is partly 909 
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contributed by the numerical diffusion near the bed surface of a SPH method. In the case of 910 

glass particles with a small Shields number, the analytical thickness of mobile bed layer 911 

p ch h  is about one particle diameter while the numerical value from the present model is 912 

more than two times the grain size. In the flow only one layer of particles on the bed surface 913 

moves and the assumption of a continuum description of the solid phase in the present model 914 

does not hold for this condition, which is the reason for the error in the numerical results. In 915 

the case of PMMA particles with a large Shields number, the present two-phase model 916 

performs much better. The analytical thickness of the mobile bed layer p ch h  is more than 917 

seven times the particle diameter and the computed value by the present model is very close 918 

to the analytical solution. The velocity profiles in regions Ⅰ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ are well reproduced 919 

(region Ⅱ is too thin to be visible in the figures). It is shown in more cases with different 920 

Shields numbers that, when the thickness of mobile bed is greater than four particle layers in 921 

which the assumption of a continuum modelling of the solid phase holds, the present 922 

two-phase SPH model is applicable to bed-load transport by laminar shearing flows. 923 

 924 
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Figure B1. Comparisons of the numerical velocity profiles for the fluid (blue +) and the solid (green ×) 925 

phases by the present two-phase SPH model with the analytical solutions (magenta —) of Ouriemi, 926 

Aussillous & Guazzelli (2009). The dimensionless analytical results of the bed height p ph h H  927 

and the static bed layer height c ch h H  are outlined in the figures by dashed lines. (a) and (b) are 928 

for the case of glass particles in which the Shields number is about 0.21   while (c) and (d) are for 929 

the case of light PMMA grains where 1.45  . 930 

Appendix C 931 

The sensitivities of the computed column profiles by the present model in the loose packing 932 

case of collapse to adjustable model parameters and the formulation of inter-phase drag force 933 

are studied. It is shown in figures 6 and 7 that in the early stage of motion the present model 934 

predicts a faster collapse than the experimental observations, especially in the loose packing 935 

case. 936 

Table C1 shows the sensitivities of the computed front position and column height at t = 937 

0.66 s in the early stage and t = 3.96 s in the final period of the collapse with respect to 938 

adjustable parameters, i.e. the non-material parameters in table 1. For material parameters, the 939 

same values as those in section 5 are set. It should be noted that the adjustable parameter   940 

in the formula of 0
e
sp  is not included in table C1.   is determined based on the initial 941 

condition for inter-grain pressure in static granular columns and should be fixed for each 942 

specific experimental configuration. It shows that the computed column profile is most 943 

sensitive to 1c  and 2c  for the frictional dilation/contraction effect. It is also highly sensitive 944 

to 3c  for the collisional solid pressure and less but still clearly to 2  and 0I  for friction 945 

coefficient. 4c  has a negligible effect on the results, implying that in the concerned immersed 946 

granular columns the viscous effect of interstitial fluid predominates in inter-grain collisions. 947 

With respect to 1c  and 2c , the sensitivities of the column profile at t = 0.66 s are similar to 948 

those of the final deposition at t = 3.96 s. However, the sensitivities of the profile at t = 0.66 s 949 

to 3c , 2 , and 0I  markedly differ from those of the final deposition. Specifically, with 950 

respect to the three parameters, the sensitivities of the column heights at t = 0.66 s and t = 951 

3.96 s are comparable while the front position at t = 3.96 s is more sensitive than that at t = 952 

0.66 s. This difference in the sensitivities of the column profiles at t = 0.66 s and t = 3.96 s to 953 
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the parameters, especially to 3c , makes it very hard to achieve a good agreement between 954 

numerical and experimental results in both the early stage and the final period of the collapse. 955 

In section 5, the present model is calibrated primarily against the final deposition and the error 956 

in column profiles at the early stage of collapse is left unaddressed. An underestimation of the 957 

collisional solid pressure and the corresponding inter-grain shear resistance is likely the 958 

reason for the computed faster collapse in the early stage. 959 

The sensitivity of the computed column profile to the formulation of inter-phase drag 960 

force is briefly examined to determine whether the reason for the computed quicker collapse 961 

in the early stage is an underestimation of the drag force. In the present model, the 962 

well-verified drag force model A of Gidaspow (1994) is utilized, expressed as (5.14) – (5.16). 963 

Here, we denote the coefficient   in (5.14) as A . Taking the pressure drop of two-phase 964 

flows only in the liquid phase, Gidaspow (1994) also proposed a model B for the drag force, 965 

in which the coefficient   was denoted as B  and B A f   . As in immersed granular 966 

flows volumetric fraction of the liquid phase f  always complies with 0 1f  , B  967 

cannot be smaller than A  and hence model B gives a larger inter-phase drag force than 968 

model A. The computed profiles in the loose packing case by the present model with A  and 969 

the model with B  are compared in figure C1. At t = 0.22 s, specifically during 0 – 0.44 s 970 

before the thin-layer surge front appears, results of the two models are almost the same. At t = 971 

0.66 s when the surge front of the column spreads, the collapse computed by the model with 972 

B  is slightly quicker than that by the present model. The difference between the column 973 

profiles increases with time and is notable at t = 3.96 s, especially in the front position of the 974 

column. The result of a larger drag force leading to a farther front position is consistent with 975 

the conclusions in Shi et al. (2019) and Si, Shi & Yu (2018) and can be interpreted in terms of 976 

the fact that in the surge front of the initially-loosely packed column the drag force acts as a 977 

driving force and pulls solid grain forward. It is clearly illustrated that increasing the 978 

liquid-solid drag force in the present model cannot slow down the collapse in the early stage 979 

but results in an even quicker propagation of the surge front. 980 
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 981 

Figure C1. Sensitivities of computed column profiles in the loose packing case to the formulation of 982 

inter-phase drag force. A  represents the present model using the model A of drag force in Gidaspow 983 

(1994), which is expressed as (5.14) – (5.16). B  represents the two-phase model integrating the 984 

model B of Gidaspow (1994), in which B A f   . 985 

Parameters 
Varying 

Values 

t = 0.66 s in the Early Stage t = 3.96 s in the Final Period 

Front position 

(cm) 

Column Height 

(cm) 

Front position 

(cm) 

Column Height 

(cm) 

1c  
0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 

10.0 

9.5, 18.9, 19.3, 

19.2, 19.2 

4.8, 2.6, 2.3, 2.1, 

2.1 

15.0, 22.2, 23.7, 

22.7, 23.3 

4.6, 2.5, 1.9, 1.8, 

1.8 

2c  
0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 

0.6, 1.0 

19.2, 18.9, 12.1, 

9.8 , 9.6 

2.1, 2.6, 4.8, 4.8, 

4.8 

23.1, 22.2, 15.2, 

14.9, 14.1 

1.8, 2.5, 4.5, 4.7, 

4.7 

3c  
0.75, 1.50, 2.0, 

2.5, 3.0 

21.8, 21.1, 19.9, 

18.9, 17.8 

2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 

2.8 

30.0, 27.5, 24.4, 

22.2, 20.2 

1.8, 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 

2.6 

4c  
0, 0.25, 0.50, 

0.75, 1.00 

18.8, 19.2, 18.6, 

18.5, 18.4 

2.6, 2.6, 2.6, 2.7, 

2.6 

22.2, 22.9, 21.3, 

20.9, 21.2 

2.4, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 

2.5 

2  
0.36, 0.60, 

0.80, 1.00 

21.1, 19.7, 18.9, 

17.9 
2.1, 2.3, 2.6, 2.7 

27.6, 23.5, 22.2, 

20.3 
1.9, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 

0I  
0, 10-6, 10-4, 

10-2, 100 

18.4, 18.6, 19.0, 

20.3, 20.8 

2.6, 2.6, 2.5, 2.2, 

2.1 

20.8, 21.5, 21.5, 

25.1, 27.9 

2.5, 2.5, 2.3, 2.0, 

1.9 

TABLE C1. Sensitivities of the computed front position and column height in the loose packing case by the present 

model with respect to adjustable parameters. 
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